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INTRODUCTION 

ONE LOVE:  
WRITINGS ON CARIBBEAN HISTORY, 

LITERATURE, GENDER, ART AND CULTURE 

IRLINE FRANÇOIS 
 
 
 

History has its dimensions of the unexplorable, at the edge of which we 
wander, our eyes wide open. 
—Edouard Glissant, Caribbean Discourse1 
 
Black experience in any modern city or town in the Americas is a haunting.  
One enters a room and history follows; one enters a room and history 
precedes.  
History is already seated in the chair in the empty room when one arrives.  
Where one stands in a society seems always related to this historical 
experience.  
Where one can be observed is relative to that history. All human effort 
seems to emanate from this door. How do I know this? Only by self-
observation, only by looking.  
Only by feeling. Only by being a part, sitting in the room with history. 
—Dionne Brand. A Map of the Door to No Return2 
 
This volume on gendered narrations and contemporary forms of 

historicization explores the ways in which Caribbean novelists, poets, 
artists, and literary scholars explore a historical process embedded in 
genocidal, spatial, sexual, and ecocidal violence seared in our past and in 
our present. It draws attention to the way history shapes the memories of 
Caribbean writers and artists and the innovative ways they have found to 
re-member the afterlives of those practices. In the words of Hershini                                                              
1 Edouard Glissant, Caribbean Discourse. Selected Essays, trans. J.M. Dash. 
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1989: 7. 
2 Dionne Brand, A Map to the Door of No Return. (Random. Doubleday, Canada 
2001): 25. 
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Bhana Young, “To be black, is to have accrued a subjectivity haunted by 
the spectral traces of a social, political and ideological history. Blackness 
is a historically and culturally specific embodied discourse, constituted in 
and through a discursive tradition mobilized by the reconstituted figure of 
“Africa” and brutal systems of oppression such as slavery and imperialism.”3  

The title of the volume One Love: Writings on Caribbean History, Art, 
Literature and Culture takes its initial cue from Sylvia Wynter’s 1972 
review essay, “One Love—Rhetoric or Reality?” In this article, she 
pursued a broad set of emphases that I have taken in the visualizing of 
texts as part of, a “dynamic living process,” to go, “beyond the 
hierarchical codes and partial human stories,” or the “un-doing of Western 
epistemologies of difference and domination.”4 I have also used the 
matching title for a panel on Caribbeanness which I chaired at the 2015 
NeMLA Convention in Toronto to reflect on the complexity of the region, 
the transmission of a cultural heritage (food, music, rhythm, sensuality, 
humor, cadences), our plural identities, and particular ways of seeing, 
being and enunciating Caribbean selves. I have also borrowed Wynter’s 
premise5 for this book to comprise the Caribbean’s historical past with its 
centuries of subjugation, European colonization, slavery, U.S imperialism 
and the methodological layering of dis-possession, and dehumanization, as 
well as the anxieties and traumas of the repetitive and disordering forces of 
violation, rupture, dislocation, transmigration and displacement. This 
edited volume offers thus a series of rich and complex reflections on the 
many forms of historical violence that haunt and undergird Caribbean 
women’s lives both at home and in the diaspora. It is replete with 
insightful readings of texts, narratives and theoretical thoughts on the 
topics of history, memory, desire, sexuality, migration, transcultural 
imaginary, hybridity and genealogies of resistance.  

                                                             
3 Hershini Bhana Young, Haunting Capital: Memory, Text and the Black 
Diasporic Body. (Darmouth College Press, New Hampshire, 2006): 25. 
4 Sylvia Wynter, One Love _ Rhetoric or Reality? Aspects of Afro-Jamaicanism.” 
Caribbean Studies 12.3.October  (1972): 71. 
5 Sylvia Wynter, Unsettling the Coloniality of Being/Power/Truth/Freedom. The 
New Centennial Review 3,  no.3 (2003): 257. 
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Edouard Duval Carrié – Metamorphosis 9526484 

 
Caribbean women writers and artists are re-telling the stories of 

marginality and spatial confinement they have experienced at home and in 
the diaspora, and are also creating them in fictional forms, connecting 
themselves to others across linguistic and national boundaries. While the 
myriad configurations of historical haunting are not always grasped and 
delineated with the same sensibility, writers and visual artists from the 
region do reveal a synchronicity in thought and inter-textual unity, across 
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linguistic barriers. In their narratives, the writers draw a landscape of 
significations, in their attempts to “write out the long, tortuous, tortured 
and never-concluded route out of colonial subalternhood,”6 allowing us to 
read these meanings as they have insidiously entered our lives and are 
enmeshed in them. Caribbean writers and artists of the region expose 
perpetuated myths and their modern iterations, reconstituting the erasures 
and excesses of History, producing counter-narratives, literary ventriloquism, 
practices of defiance that confront hegemonic notions of race, gender, 
sexuality and national boundaries. Most emphatically, writers and artists 
of the region draw on the necessity to recall and memorialize a collective 
trauma and the recovery of a geo psychoanalytic space in the writing of 
history since, as Deborah Jensen writes7,  

History denotes an extra subjective, extra-individual domain, despite the 
inextricability of subjective individual experience from it. The critical 
analogy between trauma and history rests partly on the hypothesis that 
through the breaching of defenses in the trauma, the “otherness” of the 
historical real intrudes without being thoroughly filtered by cognition and 
subjectivity. … It can even be transmitted transgenerationally, to the point 
that it cannot be pinned down as the issue of a given psychic processing. 
Instead, it circulates more broadly, and dissociated historical residue, and 
comes to function as historical legacy. In this paradigm, trauma is in a 
genetic relation to history and its unstable narratives; one could also say 
that traumatic memory, rather than memory tout court, provides an 
alternative epistemological model to history.  

Jenson’s ‘alternative epistemological model to history’ incites us to 
revisit Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s most influential book, Silencing the Past, 
which radically re-assessed Haiti’s historical silence and archival erasure 
in historiography, unpacking the post-Enlightenment mirage of progress 
and its reign over history and critiquing Eurocentric narratives about 
revolutionary history. Furthermore, Trouillot engages with the tensions 
and contradictions of “The Haitian Exception”, “on one hand, as a product 
and expression of a unique history and, on the other, as fully integrated 
within a diagnostic of broader global histories.”8 Likewise, in Failles,9                                                              
6 Stuart Hall, Familiar Stranger. A Life Between Two Islands. (Duke University 
Press, Durham and London: 2017): 13. 
7 Deborah Jenson, Unconscious Dominions, Eds. Warwick Anderson, Deborah 
Jenson and Richard C. Keller (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 2011): 
183. 
8 Laurent Dubois, “Haiti, Gender and Anthrohistory: A Mintzian Journey.” The 
Haiti Exception. Anthropology and the Predicament of Narrative. Eds. Alessandra 
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Yanick Lahens stresses that her text is both literary and historical. She re-
centers Haiti in a globalized frame through the discursive field of Jacques 
Derrida’s essay, Specters of Marx10 by rereading the present through the 
past, and recalls Haiti’s fundamental role in the narrative of enlightened 
modernity at the turn of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.  

The necessity of re-membering Hispaniola history and its Archives of 
Contradictions as Lorgia García-Peña11 puts forth, centers on the role of US 
imperialism in drawing racial borders between Haiti and the Dominican 
Republic and the United States. She thus offers a contextualized 
understanding of anti-Haitian discourse in the Dominican Republic and 
present-day Dominican anti-Haitianism, not as a uniquely postmodern and 
local phenomenon resulting from twentieth-century Trujillo nationalism 
but one founded in nineteenth century global anti-Haitianism ideology that 
traverses Hispaniola’s historical struggle with European colonialism and 
US imperial expansionism, linked to the occupation of the Dominican 
Republic (1916-24) and Haiti (1915-1939).  

García-Peña crucially reminds us both Hispaniola nations provided 
land, resources, and cheap labor for commercial exploitation to the United 
States. The loss of communal lands contributed to the strengthening of a 
new plantation system and catapulted the Haitian peasantry to poverty. As                                                                                                                                
Benedicty-Kokken, Kaiama L. Glover, Mark Schuller and JHon Picar Byron. 
(Liverpool University Press, 2016): 76 
9 Lahens’ s historiographical meditation Failles (Fault Lines) alludes to Haiti’s 
historical, social, political, and economic ruptures, as well as the earth’s geological 
fissuring which struck Port-au-Prince on January 12, 2010 
10 According to Derrida’s neologism, the specter is conceived as a phantom, a 
ghost, a ‘non-object’, almost a spirit, a being-there of an absent or departed one 
that no longer belongs to knowledge. In this metaphor of a revenant figure that is 
neither living nor dead, nor present yet not altogether absent, Derrida neatly 
encapsulates the impossibility of conceptually solidifying the past. Derrida’s 
neologism hantologie may also be looked at in a postcolonial and neoliberal frame 
to explore how painful memory is often repressed or occluded to mask historical 
events, and how the traumas of the past perpetually impinge on the present. For 
Derrida, hantologie is not lived according to the dictates of a calendar. The 
presence of this phantom appears as a revenant again and again. … It is in the 
name of justice that one must speak to ghosts of heritage of trans-generational 
communication and of generations. … Of justice that is not there, -- there where it 
no longer exist – to live differently and more justly. In a nation where more than 
ever millions are denied the most elemental human rights, dating more than two 
centuries, it is from a geopolitical perspective, to the right of living a life worth 
living that Derrida’s Specters of Marx echoes in Haitian history, 16. 
11 Lorgia García Peña. The Borders of Dominicanidad, Race, Nation and Archives 
of Contradiction. (Duke University Press, 2016): 77. 
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a result, disenfranchised peasants would eventually look to the Dominican 
Republic for work in the U.S. owned sugar industry and through the U.S 
established Hispaniola temporary labor program that imported Haitian 
laborers for cane cutting and West Indian specialized workers for 
management and office administration. This structure, she asserts, became 
the basis of the exploitative labor system dependent on undocumented 
Haitian workers that continues to foster the race-based economic 
inequality of ethnic Haitians in the Dominican Republic. As Junot Díaz 
assails: “it bears to recall that the Dominican Republic’s tortured history 
with Haiti can never be understood in isolation from the larger histories of 
the colonial powers that helped initiate the DR into the metaphysics of 
Haiti-hating in the first place.”12  

The volume immediately opens thus with Jennifer Bess’s, “The Essence 
of Nightmare and the Anti-essentialism of Haitian History in René 
Philoctète’s Massacre River,” (2005) which examines the ways in which 
Massacre River, is simultaneously historically rooted with documentary 
detail and rhetorically explosive, focused on conveying the visceral reality 
and subjective experience of the Massacre as well as the author’s personal 
responses to Haiti’s history and, more generally, to his confrontation with 
what Hannah Arendt has called the banality of evil. Bess’s analysis of 
Massacre River in my view, also resonates with Hannah Arendt’s account 
of historical narration as  

… a simultaneous creative and historically rooted practice in which a 
specifically located storyteller peruses the traces and remains of past 
phenomena and, by drawing on and revising received narrative resources, 
creates a story that helps [his] contemporaries to consider the significance 
of yet unspoken and untheorized aspects of those phenomena. Such 
storytelling counters reductive, prejudicial thinking not by presenting 
certain truths but by turning our attention to the difficult-to-understand, 
overlooked elements of our heritage, thus ground political thinking in 
historical reality while highlighting the plurality, complexity, and 
unpredictability of that reality.” (op.cit, 127)13 

Bess’s essay on Massacre River is illuminated by Édouard Duval 
Carrié’s visual imagery, entitled, Hispaniola Saga, divided by an interstitial 
border that divides Haiti and the Dominican Republic. The scenes 
rendered in a brilliant palette seemingly allude to two different worlds, yet                                                              
12 Edwidge Danticat and Junot Díaz. The Dominican Republic and Haiti. A Shared 
View from the Diaspora, Americas Quaterly, (Summer 2014): 29. 
13 Shari Stone-Mediatore, Reading Across Borders, Storytelling and Knowledge of 
Resistance. (Palgrave, McMillan, 2003): 127. 
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the cultural interdependence of the two countries sharing Hispaniola is 
also painstakingly revealed.14 Again, Junot Díaz notes, “Trujillo aspired to 
become an architect of history, and through a horrifying ritual of silence, 
and blood, machete and perejil, darkness and denial, inflicted a true border 
on the countries, a border that exists beyond maps, that is carved directly 
onto the histories and imaginaries of a people.” 15 In the end, Massacre 
River provides both a warning and a moral, in classical tragic mode, as its 
historical realism, unfathomable characters and startling aesthetic combine 
fact and fiction to document on the necessity to re-member history and 
memorialize a collective trauma and to expose the necessity of the 
subjective, even the imaginary, in the recovery of memory and in the 
writing of history. 

Yet, at the heart of this articulation to re-member history, through 
different disciplines, genres and theoretical devices, it is pertinent to 
integrate a gender analysis into historical work on the Caribbean that 
might provide us a crucial alternative to the presented historical account.16                                                              
14 Alana Lockward, a Dominican journalist, writer, art curator, and classical ballet 
dancer who now lives and works in Berlin also believes in the cultural 
interdependence of the two countries sharing Hispaniola, as testified, for example, 
by ‘Pares y nones’ (Even and Odds’), an innovative art exhibition which she 
curated and which, between 2002 and 2008, presented, on contemporary 
photography from Haiti and the Dominican Republic in the Caribbean, Africa, the 
United States, and Europe. More recently, she has published, Marassa y la Nada 
(‘Marassa and Nothingness) a novel, which highlights the connections and 
continuities between the two sides of Hispaniola while telling the story of a family 
scattered between Paris, Santo Domingo, Haiti, and New York. (op.cit. Maria 
Christina Fumagalli. On the Edge. Writing the Border Between Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic. (Liverpool University Press, 2005): 111. 
15 Junot Díaz, The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao. (Riverhead Books, 2007 and 
London, 2009): 225. 
16 For example, as Turits states, “while historical accounts concur, between 
October 2 and October 8, 1937, hundreds of troops poured in the northern frontier 
of the DR, and rounded up and slaughtered with machetes perhaps between 15,000 
and 30,000 ethnic Haitians, a substantial Haitian settlement in the Dominican 
frontier dating back to the 1870s, composed mostly of small farmers many of 
whom had been born in the Dominican Republic (and thus were Dominican 
citizens according to the Dominican constitution) and some whose families had 
lived in the DR for generations,” there has been little historical documentation on 
the gendered aspects of the slaughter, specifically on the number of women and 
girls killed in the Massacre. Richard Lee Turits. A World Destroyed, A Nation 
Imposed: The 1937 Haitian Massacre. Hispanic American Historical Review, 82:3 
(2002), 589. 
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Such an effort, of course, “requires a reconceptualization of many of the 
categories through which we imagine what constitutes history itself.”17 As 
Verene Shepherd, Brereton and Bailey have noted in their introduction, 
Engendering History, Caribbean Women in Historical Perspective,18 
women historians and feminist scholars have urged the questioning of 
methodological assumptions and the modernist nations in which history 
was regarded as universal, with no attention given to the differences 
between the historical experiences and realities of men and women. They 
thus have called in two-fold 1) for “new empirical data and new analytical 
perspectives which could be used in the reconstruction and redefinition of 
historical knowledge, to produce a gendered perspective to alter the 
historical epistemologies, and 2) for a gender analysis that could lead to a 
rewriting of history which would reevaluate the meanings of maleness and 
femaleness and challenge the traditional chronologies of historical events.” 
(xx)  

At the same time, theorists such as Sidonie Smith, Julia Watson, 
Chandra Mohanty and Jacqui Alexander among others have sounded the 
alarm over the privileging of the oppression of gender over and above other 
oppressions that effectively erases the complex and often contradictory 
positionings of the subject. They have asserted, “The axes of the subject’s 
identifications and experiences are multiple, because locations in gender, 
class, race ethnicity, and sexuality complicate one another, and not merely 
additively… Nor do different vectors of identification and experience 
overlap neatly or entirely. One cannot easily sever, separate out, or 
subsume under one another the strands of multiple determinations.” (xiv)  

In our introduction of Anglistica, a special issue on female narrations 
and contemporary forms of violence, Gendered Use of Violence, Marie 
Hélène Laforest and I have also remarked that Caribbean women writers 
have been “taking a stand against the unitary category of women and                                                                                                                                
For fictionalized gendered accounts of the Massacre: See Edwidge Danticat, 
Farming of the Bones centers on Annabelle Désir, the Haitian-born servant to the 
Dominican family that took her when she was orphaned and her lover, Sebastian. 
And Roxana Gay, In the Manner of Water and Light, who contributes from a 
gendered perspective a fictional story incorporating ideas that inform, Firelei 
Baez’s artistic practice connecting two creative approaches to similar political and 
cultural issues concerning lineage and the history of the Dominican Republic and 
Haiti as well as the diasporic experience in the United States (33). 
17 Laurent Dubois, Haiti, Gender and Anthrohistory: A Mintzian Journey, The 
Haiti Exception, 85. 
18 Verene Shepherd, Bridget Brereton and Barbara Bailey, Eds. Engendering 
History, Caribbean Women in Historical Perspective. (Ian Randle Publishers, 
Kingston, Jamaica, 1995): xii-xii. 
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refusing to see gender as the preponderant source of oppression, and have 
tried to recuperate alternative modes of knowledge and produce novel 
epistemologies.” 19 In their narratives, then Caribbean women writers 
present a counterdiscourse that actively seeks to criticize the social/sexual 
reality in which they live. However, their stance is vitiated by the personal 
position they occupy in the social structure. As Caren Kaplan has 
remarked, “All women are not equal, and we do not all have the same 
experiences (even of gender oppression).20 For instance, M Jacqui 
Alexander has proposed to “shift the ground of experience,” “a category of 
great epistemic import to feminism from the Secular to the Sacred to 
counteract their antithetical relation.”21 In other words, women are 
challenged on many fronts. Thus, their work as Chandra Mohanty has 
asserted, “must be attentive to the micropolitics of context, subject, and 
struggle as well as the macropolitics of global, economic and political 
systems and processes.” 22 

 Furthermore, in their book about the politics of gender in women’s 
autobiography, Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson have noted, “for the 
colonial subject, the process of coming to writing is an articulation through 
interrogation, a charting of the conditions that have historically placed her 
identity under erasure.” 23 And thus, the existential alienation and frustrations 
of Caribbean female subjects is not only the result of historical and 
political factors, but also of male oppression with roots in the social, 
sexual and cultural framework of the Antilles.24                                                               
19 Marie Hélène Laforest and Irline François, Introduction. Gendered Use of 
Violence, Anglistica 14.1 (2010): 2. 
20 Caren Kaplan, Deterritorializations: The Rewriting of Home and Exile in 
Western Feminist Discourse, Cultural Critique, no. 6 (Spring 1987): 194. 
21 Jacqui Alexander, Pedagogies of Crossing, Meditations on Feminism, Sexual 
Politics, Memory and the Sacred, London and Durham. (Duke University Press, 
2005): 295. 
22 Chandra Mohanty, “Under Western Eyes Revisited: Feminist Solidarity through 
anti-capitalist Struggles,” Signs 28, 2 (Winter 2003): 501. 
23 Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson, “Introduction: De/Colonization and the Politics 
of Discourse in Women’s Autobiographical Practices,” The Politics of Gender in 
Women’s Autobiography. (Minneapolis. University of Minnesota Press, 1992): xx. 
24 As H. Adlai Murdoch notes in, “Divided Desire: Biculturality and the Representation 
of Identity in En attendant le bonheur,” “At the heard of the problematic faced by 
a post-colonial feminine discourse, then, is the issue of a double subjection: that is 
the twin form of colonization which [Caribbean] women are made to undergo. 
Subject on the one hand to the depredations of a male-oriented patriarchal 
discourse, the women of colonized populations must also face the ravages of the 
master discourse articulated by the colonizer as well as that of the colonized man. 
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It is thus, at this historical triumvirate of race, economic and sexual 
fluidity, Patricia Connolly’s essay, “Flower Songs and Moon Monologues: 
Pluralizing Desire in Mayotte’s Capécia’s pseudo autobiographical novel, I 
Am a Martinican woman,” (1948) reexamines a polemical text and 
character who has alternately been ridiculed as a colonial apologist, 
pathologized for her internalized racism,25 or praised as an outspoken 
mixed-race Martinican woman giving voice and recognition to the social 
and sexual taboos and experiences of Martinican women in her cultural 
and economic moment. Connolly’s essay deliberately engages with 
Capécia as a self-realized, intentional cultural worker who utilizes 
available forms and narratives in which to financially support her self. 
Indeed, responding to Frantz Fanon’s harsh denunciation of the title 
character’s lactification complex in Black Skin, White Masks, interpreting 
her ‘choice’ to become a washerwoman as a symptom of her desire to 
bleach the race rather than as an economic strategy. Omise’eke Natasha 
Tinsley astutely notes:  

How does laundry become a metaphor rather than a profession in his 
reading? Fanon not only overlooks the complex history of laundry in the 
Caribbean, where it became one of the most common and most physically 
debilitating ways through which women of African descent earned a living 
following emancipation. 26 

Most provocatively, Connolly explores the less discussed aspects of, I 
Am a Martinican woman – specifically in relation to discourses of sexual 
fluidity, narcissism, of desire and eroticism between working-class black 
women in the Caribbean -- not to challenge that there are problematic 
aspects of Capécia’s text but to suggest that both the writer and her work                                                                                                                                
These discourses tend to parallel and to reinforce each other at that critical juncture 
where they both encounter woman as an object of oppression; this dual elaboration 
of patriarchy renders its object doubly colonized, doubly relegated to the margins 
of her subjective space.” Callaloo 18.3 (Summer 1995): 581. 
25 According to Tinsley, “Mayotte Capécia’s Je suis Martiniquaise or I Am a 
Martinican Woman (1948) Capécia was the first Afro-Caribbean woman to publish 
a novel in France, lucratively signing her nom de plume to a hybrid, multi-
authored text that narrates a Martiniquaise’s sexual and economic coming-of-age 
beside Caribbean waters. Fanon’s scathing criticism in Black Skin, White Masks 
(1952) dealt a deadly blow to Capécia’s literary career. (139, 145) 
26 Omise’eke Nastasha Tinsley, Thiefing Sugar. Eroticism Between Women in 
Caribbean Literature. (Durham, NC, Duke University Press, 2010): 139. It also 
bears to add as Tinsley does, that Fanon’s “denunciation of this laundress’s 
“choice” effectively silences Mayotte Capécia, who died penniless in 1955. 145-
146. 
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are also working in excess of the dominant social scripts of the time period 
in relation to discourses of sexuality, gender, nation, and race.  

 

 
 
Magdalena Campos-Pons  
 

Moving from the historical and sociocultural realities of Martinique, 
and its striking anomalous political status as a French overseas 
department, to Cuba’s socialist regime, how do Afro-Cuban women chart 
their experiences living in a country whose revolution in 1959 is one the 
defining events of the twentieth century to its present stature as the last 
bastion as a socialist regime? In Guarding Cultural Memory, Flora 
González Mandri explores the ways Afro-Cuban women writers and 
artists, position themselves as subjects of the African diaspora living 
during a time of socialist revolution. She chronicles the conditions that 
erased their entities, necessarily entails charting the experience of slavery, 
the complexities of Afro-Cuban cultural practices, the definition of family 
and community, and the multiple manifestations of racism and sexism that 
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have existed and continue to exist in Cuban society. 27 For example, Nancy 
Morejón puts forth in her acceptance speech in 2001 after she received the 
Cuban National Literature Prize: 

Without respite, I have looked to give voice to a choir of silenced voices, 
which throughout history, way beyond their origins, their race, and their 
gender, are reborn in my idiom…. History in capital letters has been 
important to me, and the history of my grandmothers was important, 
women prophets, the ones who embroidered the tablecloth where their 
own oppressors ate. A history of the lash, of migrations and stigmas that 
came by the sea and to the sea they return without apparent reason”28  

Thus, Jeanie Murphy’s essay, “Poetics of an Unmitigated Memory: 
Nancy Morejón’s Moorings and Motherings,” takes the cue in her analysis 
of the ways the poetry of Nancy Morejón serves as an antidote to the threat 
of cultural amnesia or suppression and the importance of history and 
memory to challenge official silences to become an act of resistance that 
calls for a true plurality of voices and stories. Morejón brings to light her 
own personal history and gendered identity in three poems, in particular, 
dedicated to her godmothers, “Madre”, “Angela Domínguez, Presente” 
and “Brígida Noyola, Presente.” Her poems represent the desire to examine 
the past and to express the magnitude and consequence of colonialism and 
slavery from the Afro-Cuban female perspective. In doing so, Murphy 
asserts, Morejón offers modifications of notions of national history by 
making meaningful the lives of her female ancestors, in-between spaces of 
cultural and historic memory, spaces that allow for a greater elaboration of 
selfhood at both the personal and communal level. Hence, as Vanessa K. 
Valdés affirms, Morejón offers “a retelling of Cuban history from the 
perspective of an enslaved African woman. She challenges the master 
discourse in which the African presence is ignored or elevated solely on 
the level of culture to remind her audience that black women have also 
contributed to the nation, that in fact, it was the black woman that gave 
birth to the Cuban nation.”29  

Murphy’s analysis of Morejón’s poems underscores the historical bond 
with fellow Afro-Cuban American multimedia artist Maria Magdalena 
Campos-Pons’ as illustrated in two canvases, Replenishing (2001) and                                                              
27 Flora González Mandri, Guarding Cultural Memory: Afro Cuban Women in 
Literature and the Arts. (New World Studies. A James Arnold. Ed. University of 
Virginia Press. Charlottesville and London, 2006): 8-9. 
28 Flora González Mandri, 67. 
29 Vanessa K, Valdés, Oshun’s Daughters: The Search for Womanhood in the 
Americas. (SUNY Press Albany, 2014): 94. 
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Spoken softly with Mama (1998) in their invocation of a sustaining black 
female continuum. For both artists, historical memory is the thread that 
covers distance and time and the creative process inexorably links memory 
with form. Magdalena Campos-Pons’ work urges us to reflect upon the 
specificity of her black female experience within a historical context, 
deeply embedded within the trajectory of postcolonial experience. Like 
Morejón, Campos-Pons’s work is also highly autobiographical, and 
encompasses a larger story and reveals a history of survival of a culture, a 
religion, and a people from the oceanic voyage from Africa during the 
slave trade in the eighteenth century, to its aftermath in Cuba on the sugar 
plantations, to contemporary, socialist Cuba and to the present day in the 
United States.  

Furthermore, for both Morejón and Campos-Pons, the creative process 
is inextricably linked to the realm of the Sacred, to African-based 
religions, such as Santería and the Regla de Ocha which in the words of M 
Jacqui Alexander that, “moved beyond the more dominant understanding 
of African spiritual practice as cultural retention and survival, but life 
itself, … in which African cosmologies and modes of healing, ground a 
cosmological system housed memory, and that such memory was 
necessary to distill the psychic traumas produced under the grotesque 
conditions of slavery.”30 For if the enslaved Cuban female suffered from 
the multiple effects of being, black and female, and the intricacies of 
bondage, Caribbean scholars have also established that the Afro-Cuban 
female occupied a preponderant religious and cultural role in Cuban life 
and society. Again, Vanessa K Valdés remarks in her introduction to 
Oshun’s Daughters: The Search for Womanhood in the Americas, 
“African diasporic religious practices serve as a transgressive tool in 
narrative discourses in the Americas. And thus, the involvement with 
African diasporic religions like traditional Yoruba religion in Cuba 
provides alternative models of womanhood that differ substantially from 
those found in dominant Western patriarchal culture, that of virgin, 
asexual wife/mother, and whore.”31 And for older women, in particular, 
Elizabeth Pérez contends, “Afro-Cuban women’s roles as advisors, expert 
herbalists and of moral authority, may have served as a means of re-
appropriating negative imagery and reinvesting it with liberatory potential, 
against an image of complacency, but formidable vigor and potency. Her 

                                                             
30 M. Jacqui Alexander, Pedagogies of Crossing, 292. 
31 Vanessa K. Valdés, Oshun’s Daughters, 94  
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Blackness [comes to signify] sagacity gleaned through vital connections 
with the land of her ancestors.” 32  

It is thus at this crossing, Paula Sato’s essay examines Afro-Cuban 
painter Wifredo Lam and his iconic construction of Afro-Cuban identity 
and its living force as creative expression. From the vantage point of a 
literary scholar rather than art historian, and in keeping with Lam’s 
description of his paintings as “poetry,” Sato reads his artwork as terse 
lines of verse, rich in metaphors. She notes that while Lam is regarded as 
the painter of Negritude, commonly understood as a male-centered 
movement, he distinguishes himself from his contemporaries by 
incorporating in his brand of Negritude two female figures as metaphors of 
the power to decolonize the mind. One of those figures is his Afro-Cuban 
godmother, Mantonica Wilson who as a healer, diviner, spiritual guide and 
priestess of Changó, the Yoruba thunder god, who was her tutelary, trained 
the young Lam under Changó’s patronage in its beliefs and rituals. 
Mantonica Wilson is memorialized by a description of her attributed to 
Lam and by the poem titled “Mantonica Wilson” that appear in Aimé 
Césaire’s poetry collection moi, laminaire …  

Lam’s Afro-Cuban godmother is also memorialized in his 1941 and 
later paintings whose metaphoric references to an Afro-Cuban spirituality 
attest to her enduring influence on the visionary world that the artist 
created. Her presence is most notably sensed in the figure of the femme 
cheval or horse-headed woman that appears repeatedly in Lam’s paintings. 
The expression of an anti-colonial spiritual force, largely associated with 
his godmother and the femme cheval, is one of the defining features of 
Lam’s Negritude. By infusing a Surrealist aesthetic with references to 
Afro-Cubanism, Lam established a special territory for himself in which 
he claims a personal and collective identity.” 33 As art historian, Julia P. 
Herzberg states, “The challenge for Lam was to find a visual language that 
could communicate the religious beliefs of a syncretic [transcultural] 
imaginary of people of African origins who had survived uprooting, 
slavery, and colonialism and Afro-Cubanism, and his own personal legacy, 
provided him with that imagery.” Yet, it must be noted that, while Lam’s 
investigation was triggered by the European avant-garde’s fascination with 
non-European cultures, during the many years he lived in France, Lam                                                              
32 Elizabeth Perés, Nobody’s Mammy. Yemoya: Gender, Sexuality and Creative in 
the Latina/o And Afro-Atlantic Diasporas. (Eds. Solimar Otero and Toyean Falola. 
SUNY Press, 2013): 19. 
33 Julia P. Herzberg, The Development of a Style and World View, The Havana 
Years, 1941-1952. Wilfredo Lam And His Contemporaries 1938-1952. (The Studio 
Museum Harlem 1992: 34. 
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began to express an Afro-Caribbean spirit only after he returned to Cuba 
after eighteen years of living abroad.  

In the Caribbean, migration, diasporic expression and identities in the 
making have been and continue to be a defining aspect of the region as a 
whole. Thus, the need to establish a conversation across descendents, 
generations and diasporas is linked to the necessity of deciphering the 
codes, of understanding one’s Caribbean history. As Stuart Hall has 
argued, diaspora identities move into the future through a symbolic detour 
through the past. This produces new subjects who bear the traces of the 
specific discourse which not only formed them but enable them to produce 
themselves anew and differently. The question is not who we are but who 
we can become.”34 The question of who we are as a collective and the 
possibilities of who we can become as Caribbean peoples is richly 
explored in the next three essays and re-created with a creative short story 
which ends the collection.  

In, “Telling Words: Secrets, Family and History.” M.A Salvodon 
assesses the multivalent role of secrets -- along with the murky, 
complicated, and entangled web of Caribbean family history that include 
racial passing, cultural assimilation and generational denials, in two 
contemporary narratives with Haiti/Saint Domingue at their center: La 
Mère de Ma Mère (2008) by Vanessa Schneider and the Infamous Rosalie 
(2013) by Évelyne Trouillot. Salvodon expounds the ways secrets give 
narrative form to the stories’ arc as much as they shape both protagonists’ 
construction of self. The protagonists though separated by two centuries of 
French colonial enterprise and imperialist venture are united by the 
lengthy tumultuous history between France and Haiti. These two novels 
reveal the liberating and constraining effects of secrets on the descendents 
who inherit them, and mirror the historical relationship between the two 
countries one colonized and the other colonizer. 

                                                             
34 Stuart Hall, The Fateful Triangle. Race, Ethnicity, Nation. 174. 
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Edouard Duval Carrié, Le Traversée, 2016 

 
Next, In Michelle Tokarczyk’s analysis of “Understanding Your 

Accent: Refocusing History and Americanization in Julia Alvarez’s How 
the García Girls Lost their Accents (1991) and In the Time of the 
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Butterflies, (1994), she calls for an imaginative recreation of history for 
Caribbean migrants, whose meanings have infiltrated the fabric of their 
lives, based not on facts or chronological history but a “visceral memory 
of feelings”, as the memory that brings resolution to individuals and 
society, in order to fully comprehend the political and emotional spaces 
from which Caribbean diasporic subjects and their parents came.  

And In her essay, “Of Memories and Men,” Régine Jean-Charles 
provides an insightful corollary on the intertextual production of two 
diasporic Caribbean women writers, by pairing Haitian-American Edwidge 
Danticat’s family memoir Brother, I’m Dying (2008) and Antiguan-
American Jamaica Kincaid’s memoir, My Brother, (1998) which reflects 
on the life, illness and death of her younger brother Devon Drew. By 
centering their memoirs on men in their families, Jean-Charles argues, the 
writers broaden and disrupt the discourse of Caribbean women’s writing as 
a space exclusively dedicated to charting “women’s lives.” Most significantly, 
she provides a comparative framework to situate Brother, I’m Dying in 
relation to My Brother establishing a line from the Antiguan-American 
author to the Haitian-American author that places them in conversation 
across islands, generations, cultures, and diasporas. 

Lastly, in Sounds of Haiti, Haitian-American Marie Hélène Laforest, a 
creative writer and professor of postcolonial literature at the University of 
Naples, L’Orientale, who has lived in Italy for more than 32 years, speaks 
five languages and has written in Italian, has been made peculiarly aware 
most of her life of the mutual interconnections binding together, Haiti, 
Puerto Rico, and New York, where she spent her childhood and 
adolescence, and Italy and France where she has made a home for the past 
three decades. Her tale thus is cradled in the rich house of memory in 
which she explores her diasporic multicultural belongings, as well as the 
transnational intersections of history reconfigured across time, space and 
generations. Interspersed with songs, her story tells of a woman haunted 
by childhood memories of the Duvalier dictatorship. As she re-experiences 
the trauma of those years and the ensuing displacement of her family with 
its dire consequences, she also expresses the fear that their narrative will 
be forgotten.  

In closure, in their evocations of the erasures, absences, misrecognitions of 
history, these illuminating pieces attempt to re-member, and make 
meaningful the lives of Caribbean female ancestors, in-between spaces of 
cultural and historic memory across time and space and its reverberations. 
In the words of Stuart Hall, “As Caribbean peoples, we need to consider 
how we are inserted into the social processes of history and simultaneously 
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think about the means we, as subjects, employ to explain ourselves where 
in history, we find ourselves. 35  
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE ESSENCE OF NIGHTMARE  
AND THE ANTI-ESSENTIALISM OF HAITIAN 

HISTORY IN RENÉ PHILOCTÈTE’S  
MASSACRE RIVER 

JENNIFER BESS 
 
 
 
One of many ways in which authors of the Haitian canon engage with 

the ever-present themes of “longing and belonging” of “mooring and 
escaping,” as captured by Irline François and Yanick Lahens, respectively, 
is to compose historical fiction that is also historiographical.1 If “grappling 
with memory is … a Haitian obsession,” then Haitian novelists are also 
historians, often revisionist historians, dedicated to re-membering the past 
in ways that challenge, cleave and even shatter the master narratives 
crafted and perpetuated by those in power.2 Accordingly, works such as 
Edwidge Danticat’s The Farming of Bones, Jacques Stephen Alexis’s 
General Sun, My Brother, and René Philoctète’s Massacre River (Le 
Peuple des Terres Mêlées) not only rewrite history, but also provide a 
metanarrative on the writing of history and, more narrowly, on the 
narrative of trauma. While The Farming of Bones offers the most well-
known literary exploration of the Haitian genocide ordered by Dominican 
dictator Rafael Leonides Trujillo Molina in 1937, Linda Coverdale’s 
translation of Massacre River has brought this text to a wider audience. 
Philoctète—Haitian poet, novelist, playwright, teacher and co-creator of 

                                                            
1 Irline François, Untitled lecture, Goucher College, Baltimore, MD. 13 November 
2013; Yanick Lahens, “Haitian Literature after Duvalier,” Interview by Clarisse 
Zimra, Callaloo 16, no. 1 (1993): 78.  
2 Edwidge Danticat, Forward. Memoir of an Amnesiac, by Jan J. Dominique, trans. 
Irline François (Coconut Creek, FL: Caribbean Studies Press, 2008), 15. See: 
James C. Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1990). 
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the spiralist literary movement—conveys an historical vision that is 
simultaneously moored in a specific place-time and liberated from place 
and time through its rhetorical copiousness and surreal imagery. The novel 
captures the horrors of Trujillo’s massacre of up to thirty-five thousand 
Haitians in a work of modernist literature, situating a formal rendition of 
an unimaginable nightmare in prose characterized by freedom, inclusiveness 
and, in Laferrière’s words, “bullshit … fragments … [and] gibberish.”3 In 
this coupling of realism and surrealism, Philoctète “called myths back to 
life, took up the burden of [Haitian] history, and told its story,” summarizes 
Lyonel Trouillot, by employing rhetorical strategies of amplification, 
strategies well-fitted to the liberating ethos of Marvelous Realism and 
Spiralism.4 Thus, the novel is simultaneously historically rooted with 
documentary detail and rhetorically explosive, focused on conveying the 
visceral reality and subjective experience of the Massacre as well as the 
author’s personal responses to Haiti’s history and, more generally, to his 
confrontation with what Hannah Arendt has called the banality of evil.5 
The responsibility of chronicling the banality of evil, for the author, falls 
upon his use of multiple genres, copious prose and an engagement in 
recovering memories and subjective truths that demonstrate the experience 
of trauma. Philoctète’s rhetorical abundance unsilences trauma in the 
pursuit of truth that is both specific to his protagonists and general to 
human history. 

When Abigail Deutsch describes Massacre River as “a meditation on 
components and wholes, unions that threaten to collapse and parts that 
yearn to merge,” she illuminates the way in which its form and its 

                                                            
3 Dany Laferrière, “An Interview with Dany Laferrière,” by Carrol F. Coates, 
Callaloo 22, no.4 (1999): 914. Estimates of the number of victims range drastically 
from 1,000 to 35,000. Ernesto Sagás, Race and Politics in the Domican Republic 
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2000), 46. See also: Lauren Derby and 
Richard Turits, “Temwayaj Kout Kouto 1937: Eyewitnesses to the Genocide,” 
Revolutionary Freedoms: A History of Survival, Strength and Imagination in Haiti, 
eds. Cécile Accilien, Jessica Adams and Elmide Méléance (Coconut Creek, FL: 
Caribbean Studies Press, 2006), 137; Samuel Martinez, “From Hidden Hand to 
Heavy Hand: Sugar, the State, and Migrant Labor in Haiti and the Dominican 
Republic,” Latin American Research Review 34, no.1 (1999): 70. 
4 Lyonel Trouillot, “René Philoctète: A Dream of the Triumph of Goodness,” 
Introduction to Massacre River, by René Philoctète, trans. Linda Coverdale (New 
York: New Directions, 2005), 14. 
5 Hannah Arendt, Eichman in Jerusalem: A Report on the Banality of Evil, revised 
and enlarged edition (New York: Penguin, 1994). 


